
FS Newsletter 

 
Week commencing 13th June 2022 
 

FS1 

 

I hope everyone had a great half term and enjoyed all the Platinum Jubilee 

celebrations. The children had a fun day on Monday celebrating the occasion, 

looking fabulous in their royal attire! What a busy time ahead we have to look 

forward to! Just a reminder to apply sun cream on your child before they come 

to Nursery, fingers crossed for some lovely weather to come. 

 

Phonics 

Next week we will continue to practise ‘sound talking’, segmenting and blending 

words to feed Metal Mike (e.g dog, cup.) We will be exploring making sounds 

with our voices, copying a sound and passing it round the circle.  

 

Topic 

Our theme will be ‘pirates’ next week and the children will have lots of fun 

setting sail looking for treasure! They will be ‘walking the plank’ and designing a 

pirate flag. We will also think about holidays and different ways we can travel. 

 

Maths 

We will be looking at some 2D and 3D shaped pirate treasure next week, 

describing the shapes and having a go at naming them. The children will practise 

their estimating skills and compare two sets of objects using the language ‘more’ 

and ‘fewer.’ 

 

PSHE 

We will be thinking about how to keep our bodies healthy in Circle Time next 

week. The children will look at healthy and unhealthy foods, sorting foods into 

these categories. 

 

 

FS2 

 

We had a brilliant start to this week with our Jubilee Day. The children really 

enjoyed it and their behaviour was outstanding.  

 

 



 

Phonics 

We are continuing to recap Phases 3 and 4 and practising applying our phonics in 

reading and writing.  

 

Topic and English 

Next week our text will still be The Three Bears. If you do have a version at 

home that we haven’t read in school we would love to read it. We will be writing 

our own stories next week.  

 

Maths 

In maths next week we will be recapping doubling and practising sharing things 

equally. We will have lots of practical hands on experience.  

 

RE 

We will be continuing to learning about Islam and we will recap how Muslims 

welcome new babies into the Islamic faith.  

 

PSHE 

We will be looking at ways we can stay healthy. 

 

 

Events: 

 

FS2 will begin their drumming sessions with the amazing Billy Hickling on 

Wednesday mornings for the next few weeks. 

 

As I’m sure you have seen our trip to Askham Bryan has been cancelled but we 

have arranged to go to Piglets on Monday 20th June instead. We do still need 

some parent helpers if you are free to help out. 

 

On Friday 24th June at 9.15am we will be holding our FS2 sports day on the 

field. Family and friends are welcome to come along and watch. The children will 

be competing in their House Teams. We will let you know what colour T-shirt 

they will need via dojo very soon.  

 

 

Have a lovely weekend 

 

FS Team 


